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In this article an efficient modification of the variational iteration method (VIM) is presented 
using Chebyshev polynomials. Special attention is given to study the convergence of the 
proposed method. The new modification is tested for some examples to demonstrate reliability 
and efficiency of the proposed method. A comparison of our numerical results those of the 
conventional numerical method, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method (RK4) are given. The 
comparison shows that the solution using our modification is fast-convergent and is in excellent 
conformance with the exact solution. Finally, we conclude that the proposed method can be 
applied to a large class of linear and non-linear differential equations. 
 
Keywords: Variational iteration method; Chebyshev polynomials; Convergence analysis; 
Fourth-order Runge-Kutta method 
 




        
 Over the last decade several analytical and approximate methods have been developed to solve 
the nonlinear differential equations. Among them is the variational iteration method proposed by 
He (1999) which is a modification of the general Lagrange multiplier method.  This method is 
based on the use of restricted variations and correction functional which has found an extensive 
application in the solution of nonlinear differential equations (Abdou and Soliman (2005), He 
and Xu-Hong (2006), Sweilam and Khader (2010), Sweilam et al. (2007)). This method neither 
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requires the presence of small parameters in the differential equation, and nor the differentiability 
of the nonlinearities with respect to the dependent variable and its derivatives. The technique 
provides a sequence of functions which converges to the exact solution of the problem and the  
procedure represents a powerful tool for solving various kinds of problems; for example, delay 
differential equations in He (1997), the one dimensional system of nonlinear equations in 
thermo-elasticity Sweilam and Khader (2007) and the two dimensional Maxwell equations 
Sweilam et al. (2010). 
 
This technique solves the problem without the need to discretize the variables, and therefore, in 
some problems, it is not affected by computation round off errors and does not require large 
computer memory and time. The proposed scheme provides the solution of the problem in a 
closed form while the mesh point techniques, such as the finite difference method Chang et al. 
(1999) provides the approximation at mesh points only.  
       
The VIM, does have some drawbacks; for example, this method is invalid or slowly convergent, 
especially, in problems which are modeled by differential equations with non-homogeneous 
terms.  So, the main aim of this paper is to introduce a new modification to the method. The 
proposed modification involves the use of Chebyshev polynomials. It overcomes the above 
drawbacks and increases the rate of convergence. 
 
Our paper is organized as follows: section 2 is assigned to the analysis of the standard VIM. In 
section 3, the convergence study of the proposed method is given. In section 4, some test 
problems are solved by the modified VIM, to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed method. 
The conclusions will appear in section 5. 
 
 
2.   Analysis of the Variational Iteration Method   
 
To illustrate the analysis of VIM, consider the following nonlinear differential equation: 
                    
,N(u)RuLu 0                                                                                                                 (1) 
 
with specified initial conditions, where L  and R  are linear bounded operators i.e.,  it is possible 
to find numbers 021 ,mm  such that umRu,   umLu  21  . The nonlinear term N(u) is 
Lipschitz continuous with vum N(v)N(u)  , ,T][J t 0 , for constant 0m  . 
 
The VIM makes it possible to write the solution of Equation (1)  in the following iteration 
formula: 
 
.  pd)p-uN(p-uRp- [ Lu
t





                                                    (2) 
 
It is obvious that the successive approximations 1,  ppu  (the subscript p denotes the 
thp order 
approximation), can be established by determining the general Lagrange multiplier, λ , which 
2
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can be identified optimally via the variational theory. The function pu
~  is a restricted variation, 
which means that 0~ puδ  Elsgolts (1997). Therefore, we first determine the Lagrange 
multiplier λ  that will be identified optimally via integration by parts. The successive 
approximations 1,  ppu , of the solution u is readily obtained upon using the Lagrange 
multiplier obtained and by using any selective function 0u . The initial values of the solution are 
usually used for selecting the zeroth approximation 0u . If λ  determined, then several 
approximations 1,  ppu , follow immediately. Consequently, the exact solution may be 
obtained by using:  
 
.pup
u  lim                                                                                                                          (3) 
 
Now, to illustrate how to find the value of the Lagrange multiplier λ , we will consider the 
following case, which depends on the order of the operator L in Equation (1), we study the case 
of the operator  
dt
d
L  (without loose of generality). 





]p- u[p-u         
) ]dτp-uN(p-uRp- [ Lu
t















~  is considered as a restricted variation i.e., 0~ puδ , yields the following stationary 
conditions: 
 
.tτλ(τ)|,       (τλ 010) 
                                                                                                  (4) 
 
Equation (4) is called Lagrange-Euler equation with its boundary condition. The Lagrange 
multiplier can be identified by solving this equation as: 1.)(   
 
Now, the following variational iteration formula can be obtained: 
 
.   pd)p-N(up-Rup- [ Lu
t
 p- upu 1   ,]11101
                                                     (5) 
 
We start with an initial approximation, and by using the above iteration formula (5), we can 
obtain directly the other components of the solution. 
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3.  Convergence Analysis of VIM 
  
In this section, the sufficient conditions are presented to guarantee the convergence of VIM, 
when applied to solve the differential equations, where the main point is that we prove the 




Let VA:U   be a bounded linear operator and let }p{u  be a convergent sequence in U with 
limit u , then upu   in U implies that A(u))pA(u   in V . 
 






u p u  A V
u) p A(uV


















implies that A(u))pA(u  . 
          
Now, to prove the convergence of the variational iteration method, we will rewrite Equation (5) 
in the operator form as follows Elsgolts (1977): 
 
] ,pA [upu 1                                                                                                                     (6) 




 [ A [u] 
0
                                                                                          (7) 
 
Theorem 1:   
 
Assume that X  be a Banach space and XA:X   is a nonlinear mapping, and suppose that: 
 
X, u,v,         u-vγ A[u] -A[v]                                                                                    (8) 
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for some constant 10  γ , where )Tmm(mγ
21
 . Then, A  has a unique fixed point. 
Furthermore, the sequence (6) using VIM with an arbitrary choice of Xu 0 , converges to the 
fixed point of A  and: 
1 01
qγ








Denoting  ) ( C[J] , .  the Banach space of all continuous functions on J with the norm 




 max .     






u γγ             
 
t
    dτ q-up- um)  m(m   Jt
              
 
t
  ] dτ) q-)-N(up- N(u ) q-up- R(u ) q-up- L(u [   Jt















 [ L(u 
Jt

















































u  . 
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Since 10  γ  so, 11  qpγ  then: 
.uu ]  
γ
qγ
















u 0  We conclude that }p{u  is a Cauchy 
sequence in  C[J]  so, the sequence converges and the proof is complete.  
 
In the following theorem we introduce an estimation of the absolute error of the approximate 
solution of problem (1). 
 
Theorem 2:   
 




max                                                                                                        (10) 
 




 ,      k
γ




























as p  then exactupu   and: 
k ],u) m T [ (m                
t
  ] d)N(uRu Lu [    
Jt
               
 
t






















so, the maximum absolute error in the interval J  is:   
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 max  
 
This completes the proof.  
 
Our main goal in this paper is to concern with the implementation of VIM and its modification 
which have efficiently used to solve the ordinary differential equations Hosseini (2005). To 
achieve this goal, at the beginning of implementation of VIM, we use the orthogonal Chebyshev 
polynomials to expand the functions in the non-homogeneous term in the differential equation 
Bell (1967).      
   
4.  Solution Procedure Using the Modified VIM 
 
In this section, an efficient modification of VIM is presented by using Chebyshev polynomials.  
The well known Chebyshev polynomials Bell (1967) are defined on the interval [-1,1] and can 
be determined with the aid of the following recurrence formula: 
 
,...,(z),   nnT(z)nzT(z)nT 21121   . 
 
The first three Chebyshev polynomials are .x (x)  x,  T(x) ,  T (x) T 1222110   
In this paper, we suggest that f(x) be expressed in Chebyshev series:  






(x).kTkcf(x)                                                                                                              (11) 
 
Theorem 3: Chebyshev Truncation Theorem 
 
The error in approximating f(x) by the sum of its first m terms is bounded by the sum of the 
absolute values of all the neglected coefficients. If   









                                                                                                           (12) 
 












                                                                                (13) 
 
Proof:   
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The Chebyshev polynomials are bounded by one, that is, 1(x)|k|T  for all ],[x 11  and for all 
k. This implies that the k-th term is bounded by kc . Subtracting the truncated series from the 
infinite series, bounding each term in the difference, and summing the bounds gives the theorem. 
 
Now, in order to use these polynomials on the interval ,1]0[x  we define the so called shifted 
Chebyshev polynomials by introducing the change of variable 12  x  z . Let the shifted 
Chebyshev polynomials )  x (nT 12  be denoted by (x)nP . Then (x)nP  can be obtained as 
follows: 
 
,..., n(x),      nP(x)n)Px((x)nP 2111221   .                                                              (14) 
 










                                                                                                 (15) 
 























c                              (16) 
  
Now, the proposed modification will implement to solve the following two initial nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations. 
 
Model Problem 1: 
 
Consider the following nonlinear ordinary differential equation: 
 
],,[  x,         xexx)ex(f(x)uxxu'u'' 10
232226232                                     (17) 
 
subject to the following initial conditions: 
 
,   ) '(         u,          ) u( 0010                                                                                       (18) 
 




The procedure of the solution follows the following two steps: 
 
Step 1.  Expand the function f(x)  using Chebyshev polynomials: 
8
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Using the above consideration, the function f(x)can be approximated by eight terms (m=8) of 
the expansion (15) as follows: 
 
.8366.624x71134.64x -61502.72x                         





Step 2.  Implementation of VIM: 
 
The VIM gives the possibility to write the solution of (17) with the aid of the correction 
functional: 
 
,    nd-f
n
uτnτuτ nττ [ u
x
λ(τ) (x)n u(x)nu 0)](
3~2~
01
                                          (19) 
 
where λ  is the general Lagrange multiplier. Making the above correction functional stationary: 
 




]nu(λ- nu'[(x)nu                 
df
n
uτnτuτ nττ [ u
x











                       (20) 
 
where nuδ 
~  is considered as a restricted variation, i.e., 0~ nuδ , yields the following stationary 
conditions (by comparison the two sides in the above equation): 
 
.xτ ,        xτ|(,        λλ''(τ) 0|)(10)0                                                                 (21) 
 
The equations in (21) are called Lagrange-Euler equation and the natural boundary condition 
respectively, the Lagrange multiplier, therefore 
 
x.τ)λ(                                                                                                                            (22) 
 
Now, by substituting from (22) in (19), the following variational iteration formula can be 
obtained: 
 
2 3( ) ( ) ,    0.1 0
x
u (x)  u (x)  x  [  u τ u τ u f ] d    nn nττ nτn n
                                     (23) 
 
We start with initial approximation (x)u0 , and by using the above iteration formula (23), we can 
directly obtain the components of the solution. 
 
Now, the first four components of the solution u(x) by using (23) of  Equation (17) are: 
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, (x)u 10   
 
2 3 4 5 6 71 1 0011 0 0597 1 4194 4 3227 13 8852 24 82521
8 9 1026 8343 15 7589 4 0736
u (x)    .  x - . x   . x - . x   . x - . x  
 . x - . x   . x ..., 
   
  
 
2 3 4 5 6 71 1 0012 0 0597 1 2525 4 3137 13 5958 24 30642
8 9 1025 2169 13 1602 1 1195
u (x)    . x - . x   . x - . x   . x - . x  
 . x - . x   . x ..., 
   
  
 
2 3 4 5 6 71 1 0012 0 0597 1 2525 4 3137 13 6181 24 30743
8 9 10 11 1225 2568 13 211 1 2840 1 9809 1 3526
u (x)    . x - . x   . x - . x   . x - . x  
 . x - . x   . x  . x - . x ..., 
   
   
 
2 3 4 5 6 71 1 0012 0 0597 1 2525 4 3137 13 6181 24 30744
8 9 10 11 1225 2544 13 2109 1 2798 1 9851 1 367
u (x)    . x - . x   . x - . x   . x - . x  
 . x - . x   . x  . x - . x ... . 
   
   
 
 












                                                                                                  (24) 
 
for an arbitrary natural number m. 
 




985833356837410292   
 
Now, the first four components of the solution u(x) of Eq.(17) by using (23) are: 
 
, (x)u 10   
2 3 4 5 6 71 1 0011 0 0597 1 4194 4 3227 13 8852 24 82521
8 9 1026 8343 15 7589 4 0736
u (x)    .  x - . x   . x - . x   . x - . x  
 . x - . x   . x ..., 
   
  
 
2 3 4 5 6 71 1 0012 0 0597 1 2525 4 3137 13 5958 24 30642
8 9 1025 2169 13 1602 1 1195
u (x)    . x - . x   . x - . x   . x - . x  
 . x - . x   . x ..., 
   
  
 
2 3 4 5 6 71 1 0012 0 0597 1 2525 4 3137 13 6181 24 30743
8 9 10 11 1225 2568 13 211 1 2840 1 9809 1 3526
u (x)    . x - . x   . x - . x   . x - . x  
 . x - . x   . x  . x - . x ..., 
   
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2 3 4 5 6 71 1 0012 0 0597 1 2525 4 3137 13 6181 24 30744
8 9 10 11 1225 2568 13 2109 1 2798 1 9851 1 367
u (x)    . x - . x   . x - . x   . x - . x  
 . x - . x   . x  . x - . x ..., 
   
   
 
 
Also, to solve Equation (17) by the numerical method, fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, we 
reduce this equation to the following system of ordinary differential equations: 
 
 v(x),u'(x)                                                                                                                          (25) 
 f(x), (x) ux -xv(x) - v'(x)  32                                                                                          (26) 
 
subject to the following initial conditions: 
 
. )    v(,          ) u( 0010                                                                                                 (27) 
 
The absolute error between the function f(x) and its approximation by using the Taylor expansion 
and the Chebyshev expansion are presented in figure 1. 
 
 
Figure 1:   The absolute error (x)|T|f(x)-f (Left) and (x)|C|f(x)-f  (Right). 
 
The absolute error between the exact solution u(x) and the approximate solution (x)u(x)cu 4  
(after four iterations) and using the shifted Chebyshev expansion for f(x) with m=8 is presented 
in figure 2(Right). Also, the absolute error between the exact solution u(x) and the approximate 
solution (x)u(x)Tu 4 (after four iterations) using the Taylor expansion for  f(x) with eight terms 
is presented in figure 2(Left). 
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Figure 2.   The absolute error (x)|T|u(x)-u (Left) and (x)|C|u(x)-u  (Right). 
 
But, the figure 3 presents a comparison between the exact solution u(x), with the numerical method, 
fourth-order Runge-Kutta 4RKu and the approximate solution of our proposed method (x)Cu .  
From this figure, we can see that the two methods are in excellent agreement with the exact solution. 
 
 
Figure 3.  Comparison between the exact solution  RK, uexactu 4  and the solution  
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Model Problem 2. 
 
Consider the following nonlinear ordinary differential equation: 
                   
],, [   x ),        (x  ) (xx) -x( x  f(x)  u u' u'' 102cos22sin2422sin                 (28) 
 
subject to the following initial conditions: 
 
, ) (,       u' ) u( 0000                                                                                                     (29) 
 
with the exact solution )(xu(x) 2sin . 
 
The procedure of the solution follows the following two steps: 
 
Step 1.   
 
Expand the function f(x) using Chebyshev polynomials: 
Using the above consideration, the function f(x) can be approximated by eight terms (m = 
8) of the expansion (15) as follows: 
 
2 3 4 5 62 0 0003 0 008 1 892 4 308 2 3986 4 6816
7 86 276 3 025
f (x)  - . x  . x   . x - . x  - . x  . xC
- . x   . x .




Step 2.   
 
Implementation of VIM: 
 





)1           ndfnτun  unττ [ u
x
x( (x)n u(x)nu                                     (30) 
 
Therefore, the first four components of the solution u(x) of Eq.(28) by using (30) are: 
 
, (x)u 00   
 
...,x. x.x.  x. x(x)u  1000833330901851850616667051021  
 
...,x.x. x.x.  x.- x(x)u  120029320110004545010008333080120616667022  
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...,x.x.x. x.x. x.- x(x)u  15000301400003013001701100110100083061667023  
 
....x.x.x. x.x. x.- x(x)u  170000801600010140000801300170100083061667024
 
Now, if we expand the function f(x) by the Taylor series (24), with eight terms we have: 
 
). O(x x.  x. - x - x   (x) 
T
f 98750733333145322   
 
So, the first four components of the solution u(x) of Eq.(28) by using (30) are: 
 
, (x)u 00   
 
...,x. x.-x. x.x.  x.- x(x)u  8008360705710614360509460400070300004021  
 
...,x. x.-x. x.x.  x.- x(x)u  807180705720614360500540400070300004022  
 
...,x. x.-x. x.x.  x.- x(x)u  808430705720614360500540400070300004023  
 
...,x. x.-x. x.x.  x.- x(x)u  808430705720614360500550400070300004024  
 
To solve Equation (28) by the numerical method, fourth-order Runge-Kutta method, we reduce 
this equation to the following system of ODEs: 
 
 v(x),u'(x)                                                                                                                          (31) 
 
 f(x),   -u(x)v(x)v'(x)                                                                                                      (32) 
 
subject to the following initial conditions: 
 
. )    v(,          ) u( 0000                                                                                                (33) 
 
Figure 4 presents the absolute error between the function f(x) and its approximation by using the 
Taylor expansion (Left) and the Chebyshev expansion (Right). 
14
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Figure 4. The absolute error: (x)|T|f(x)-f  (Left) and (x)|C|f(x)-f  (Right). 
 
Figure 5. The absolute error: (x)|T|u(x)-u  (Left) and (x)|C|u(x)-u  (Right). 
  
The absolute error between the exact solution u(x) and the approximate solution (x)u(x)Cu 4  
(after four iterations) and using the Chebyshev expansion for f(x) with m=8 is presented in figure 
5 (Right). Also, the absolute error between the exact solution u(x) and the approximate solution 
(x)u(x)Tu 4  (after four iterations) using the Taylor expansion for f(x) with eight terms is 
presented in figure 5(Left). 
 
But, the figure 6 presents a comparison between exact solution exactu , with the numerical 
method, fourth-order Runge-Kutta RKu 4 and the approximate solution of our proposed method 
(x)Cu . From this figure, we can conclude that the proposed method is in excellent agreement 
with the exact solution. 
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               Figure 6.  Comparison between the exact solution  RK, uexactu 4  and the solution of our  




5.  Conclusion 
 
An efficient modification of VIM is presented using Chebyshev polynomials. Parallel solutions 
with the proposed method and by the numerical method, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method 
(RK4) have been presented. We choose the conventional RK4 as our benchmark, as it is widely 
accepted and used. These show that the proposed method can be applied to linear and non-linear 
models that are represented by differential equations. Likewise, the obtained results demonstrate 
the reliability and efficiency of the proposed method and the faster convergence of the method. 
From the resulting numerical solution we also see that the results from the proposed method are 
in an excellent agreement with the exact solution. An interesting point about VIM is that only 
little iteration or, even in some special cases, one iteration leads to exact solutions or solutions 
with high accuracy. Finally, all the numerical results were obtained by using Mathematica 
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